EXPLORE EXPEDITION STYLE
HOLLAND & BELGIUM
ENJOY PEAK EXPERIENCES
SPECIAL ACCESS PLUS THE WILDER SIDE OF WELL-KNOWN PLACES
A GRAND FINALE AT LONDON’S TOWER BRIDGE

ABOARD NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER | 2015
As astonishing as the photos in National Geographic. And an exhilarating life adventure:

A Lindblad-National Geographic expedition—a complete experience in a thrilling geography.

Lindblad Expeditions and National Geographic have joined forces to further inspire the world through expedition travel. Our collaboration in exploration, research, technology and conservation will provide extraordinary travel experiences and disseminate geographic knowledge around the globe.
As astonishing as the photos in National Geographic. And an exhilarating life adventure: A Lindblad-National Geographic expedition—a complete experience in a thrilling geography.
Exploring Holland and Belgium expedition

_National Geographic Explorer_ navigates up the Thames with the pageantry of modern and historic London displayed along its banks. Stand on deck late into the evening as London’s iconic LED-lit Tower Bridge comes into view.

Want to sail back down the Thames? Stay aboard _National Geographic Explorer_ and discover a side of the British and Irish Isles known to few by combining expeditions. For details see inside back cover and visit our website.
style means special access, uncommon experiences and a grand finale.

We will have a water-level view of the most famous bridge in the world—a grand finale to our voyage.
Among the surprising and uncommon delights you’ll experience is a historic first: when National Geographic Explorer berths in the historic old town of Harlingen, it will be the first expedition ship ever to do so. And by special permission, you’ll venture into Harlingen’s center aboard Zodiacs and cruise its canals before attending a special concert performance at the Grote Kerk church on an organ dating back to 1775. Here in the Friesland region, we’ll explore the wildly beautiful Frisian Islands, a chain of barrier islands with white-sand beaches, coniferous forests, and wide and high sand dunes. The sea is integral to the culture and history here, and we’ll discover the birdlife-rich Waddenzee, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is a stretch of intertidal land constantly shifting from landscape to seascape—a crucial habitat for more than 10,000 species of plants and animals and 12 million migratory birds. Nearby Den Helder is home to one of the country’s iconic tulip fields—a photo op not to be missed—the pastoral side to a more cultured pleasure available to us in Amsterdam.

Discover a hidden Holland amid the highlights of the Low Countries

Dating from the 17th century, the ancient and historic harbor of Harlingen has been a center for traditional Dutch sailing barges, a number of which are usually moored at the quay.
A curated exploration of Amsterdam makes the most of your time

Continuing the expedition spirit of our voyage, our introduction to this city will be aboard local boats as we weave our way through its heart. The Rijksmuseum houses the world’s largest collection of Dutch masters. Newly reopened after a nine-year, $500 million renovation, it is arguably the foremost destination now in Europe. You’ll have a guided overview for an insider’s view. Our step back into history continues—at a private dinner at the West India House. The former headquarters of the Dutch West India Company, it was here that the Dutch decided to establish the colony New Amsterdam on the island of Manhattan. A statue of New Amsterdam’s first commander, Peter Stuyvesant, resides in the courtyard, and a similar statue of the pegged-leg gent stands 3,646 miles away in the U.S. on his family’s former land—New York’s Gramercy Park neighborhood. Flower lovers will have the option to visit the world-famous Keukenhof flower show, where more than seven million tulips, daffodils, and hyacinths fill 80 acres of bulb fields.
Find Medieval magic in Brugge & Gent

Once the strategic crossroads of the northern Hanseatic League, Brugge is a city that has retained all the charm of its origins. To get lost amid the compact city center’s streets is to explore a cherished time capsule, with the medieval caught inside like a fly in amber. It’s poetry in bricks and mortar, laid down centuries ago, best explored leisurely on foot, or via its network of canals with their lovely, low-arched bridges. The medieval city of Gent is a showcase of Flemish wealth, with its ornate houses and cathedrals, where lively street markets flourish as they have for ages. You’ll visit St. Bavo Cathedral, home to the famous series of paintings “The Adoration of the Mystic Lamb” by Jan Van Eyck—seeing it undergo restoration, with one panel removed at a time, is a fascinating insider’s look at classical art meeting modernity. At Belga Queen, a 13th-century landmark building converted into a modern brasserie, we’ll enjoy a special lunch—a gastronomic exploration of the region’s specialties.

Clockwise from top left: Belgium is one of the original centers of lacemaking. A Belgian chocolate treat. Sample the local mussels, frites and beer. Find your favorite people-watching cafe; shown here is Market Square as seen from City Hall, Brugge.
Explore Antwerp

As the influence of Brugge declined, the city of Antwerp flourished, and the 15th-century trading houses and 16th-century guild houses still stand as a testament to its status as the global powerhouse of its era. Gain a deep understanding of these forces by exploring it with your expedition historians. See the work of Dutch Masters, including a visit to the must-see Rubenshuis, the former home and studio of Peter Paul Rubens. Together with our voyage art historian you’ll see the masterpieces and understand the life of the master who created them. And, of course, one of the best ways to enjoy a European city is to relax at a sidewalk café, sampling the region’s specialties: Belgian waffles, mussels and beer brewed in abbeys by Trappist monks, and Belgium’s famed chocolate.
EXPLORING THE LOW COUNTRIES: HOLLAND AND BELGIUM

DEPARTURE: APRIL 29, 2015
9 DAYS/7 NIGHTS—ABOARD NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER

PRICES FROM: $7,690 to $14,120 (See page 14 for complete prices.)

Discover wild islands, charming medieval towns, and a wealth of important art on a voyage from Germany to the Netherlands and Belgium to London’s Tower Bridge aboard National Geographic Explorer. Explore the seaside village of Harlingen and the dune-capped West Frisian Islands, and take in a dazzling view of the tulip fields of North Holland. In Amsterdam and Antwerp, experience the incredible artistic heritage of the Dutch Golden Age and the Flemish Primitives. Stroll the canal-carved medieval towns of Brugge and Gent, and revel in their rich culinary traditions.

EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS

▶ Explore the West Frisian Islands set on the Waddenzee—a wetland area recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage site. See the vast tulip fields outside of Den Helder.
▶ Enjoy a warm welcome at Harlingen and venture down the town’s canals in Zodiacs by special permission.
▶ Examine the masterpieces of Rembrandt, Vermeer, and Dürer at Amsterdam’s recently refurbished Rijksmuseum.
▶ Dine in specially arranged, historic medieval settings, and revel in the rich culinary traditions of the region.
▶ End your journey along the Thames in London, near the iconic Tower Bridge—a fitting finale.

EXPERIENCE & EXPERTISE

Our unparalleled expedition team is key to an in-depth experience, and our generous staff-to-guest ratio of 1:10 means more choice in activities, and more diverse personalities and interests you can gravitate to. An expedition leader, 8 naturalists/historians, a National Geographic photographer, a Lindblad-National Geographic certified photo instructor, a Global Perspectives guest speaker, a video chronicler, and a wellness specialist all contribute to your experience of the region’s wonders.

Visit our website to read staff bios for this expedition.

Canal cruising will be a special highlight throughout; Brugge is shown here.
APRIL 29 AND 30: U.S./HAMBURG, GERMANY/BREMERHAVEN/EMBARK
Depart on an overnight flight to Hamburg and after a panoramic overview and lunch, transfer to the port city of Bremerhaven. Embark National Geographic Explorer and cast off into the North Sea. (L,D)

MAY 1: HARLINGEN, THE NETHERLANDS
Enter the scenic Waddenzee, a World Heritage site recognized for its birdlife-rich wetlands. Dock in Harlingen, a lovely seaside town that has a festive setting, much like Nyhavn in Copenhagen. We’ll be welcomed as the first passenger ship to call, and by special permission, explore the canals in the heart of town in Zodiacs. Enjoy an organ concert at the Grote Kerk then stroll past the lively shops and restaurants that line the waterways—remaining on shore for dinner if you wish. (B,L,D)

MAY 2: EXPLORING THE FRISIAN ISLANDS
The West Frisian Islands stretch out along the edge of the Waddenzee off the Dutch coast. Texel is the largest of the islands, lined with long, dune-capped beaches and marshes. Discover the island on cycling or walking excursions. Then dock at Den Helder for a visit to the vast tulip fields nearby. (B,L,D)

MAY 3: AMSTERDAM
Cluttered with bicycles, bursting with flowers, and carved by canals, Amsterdam is a vibrant city with an arts scene that has flourished since the Middle Ages. Experience the spectacular Rijksmuseum, recently reopened after a mammoth, nine-year renovation. On a guided tour, examine the works of Vermeer, Rembrandt, and other Dutch masters. You may also visit the newly reopened Van Gogh Museum. Or opt to see the spectacular Keukenhof flower show with over seven million tulips, daffodils and hyacinths. This evening, dinner is specially arranged at the historic 17th-century West India House, where the decision was made to build the fort ‘Nieuw Amsterdam’ on the island of Manhattan. (B,L,D)

MAY 4: ANTWERP, BELGIUM
A prosperous trading center for centuries and the hub of the global diamond trade, Antwerp brims with impressive architecture. A guided walk with our art historian brings us to the 16th-century Grote Markt, the main square, lined with elegant guild houses and the Renaissance city hall. See the Gothic Cathedral of Our Lady, and admire the works of Flemish masters Anthony Van Dyck and Peter Paul Rubens at the Rubenshuis. (B,L,D)

MAY 5: GENT
Gent was one of Europe’s wealthiest cities during the medieval era and remains a showcase of Flemish architecture. Historic belfries pierce the sky, filling the air with their chimes, and ornate guild houses line the ancient harbor. Explore its historic sites with our guides. A gastronomic trip through Belgian cuisine has been specially arranged for lunch at the Belga Queen, set in a lovely 13th-century building. (B,L,D)

MAY 6: OOSTENDE/BRUGGE, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM
Dock in Oostende and drive to medieval Brugge, a UNESCO site known for its Gothic architecture and serene waterways. Brugge was also the birthplace of the school of Flemish Primitives, which include Jan van Eyck. After a walking excursion, board small boats and glide down swan-dotted canals to experience the gem-like old town from another perspective. Late afternoon, cross the English Channel to London, navigating up the Thames until midnight near the iconic LED-lit Tower Bridge. (B,L,D)

MAY 7: LONDON/DISEMBARK/U.S.
Disembark in London and transfer to Heathrow Airport for flights home. (B)

BACK TO BACK SAVINGS:
THE BRITISH & IRISH ISLES
May 6-20, 2015
Think you know the U.K.? We guarantee you’ll be amazed by all the varied surprises and delights throughout our expedition along the coasts of England, Ireland and Scotland. Experience the Isles as you never have and otherwise couldn’t. Visit expeditions.com/Britain.

Combine your voyage through The Low Countries with Exploring the British & Irish Isles and save 10%. Call for details.
The ultimate expedition team

You’ll find our dynamic expedition team engaging companions and deeply knowledgeable experts. It is comprised of scientists, naturalists, and a veteran expedition leader. With so many experts aboard, you’ll benefit from a vast collection of specialized knowledge—history, art history, archaeology, architecture, geology, ornithology, botany, photography, and more.

Here is a partial list of staff who will be aboard our voyage. Clockwise from top left: Expedition leader Jen Martin, art historian Koen Kleijn, naturalist Karen Copeland, naturalist Doug Gualtieri, historian Tom Heffernan, oceanographer Jim Kelley.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHERS ON BOARD

Sisse Brimberg and Cotton Coulson have collectively photographed more than 50 stories for National Geographic and National Geographic Traveler magazines. They have spent most of their careers working in Europe, and have been awarded prizes by Pictures of the Year International, the National Press Photographers Association and Communication Arts.
Amazing times are to be had when one leaves the beaten track and ventures further afield. Few itineraries lead one down a trail slipping between the mud flats of the Waddenzee, following narrow and winding channels where most large vessels fear to go. It is quite possible only a minority outside of the European World realize that a treasure nestles here at the edge of the sea.

One wonders how a huge intertidal system can exist appearing undisturbed and yet so touched by the hand of man. They say “God created the earth but the Dutch created Holland” and in a sense that may be so but where we were today, nature and man seem to cooperate well with each other.

Barrier islands are special. The sands move with the tides and the winds. Plucked from far lands, rocky fragments find their way down tumbling grades or hop and jump through slow meanders. Slapped by the opposing sea and pulsing tides they find shelter in eddies until they are worn away again in a never-ending cycle where islands appear to “march” from one place to another.

Texel is the westernmost in an island chain that extends from Denmark to The Netherlands. Once nothing more than a glacial moraine behind which sand dunes grew, it is now an inviting blend of wildlife habitats and agricultural land. The harbor town of Oudeschilde was our gateway to explorations for the morning. Borne ashore by Zodiac we spread out in two directions to explore the island. Fresh-water ponds and canals hid behind man-made dikes, their shores hosting myriads of nesting birds and passing migrants too. Newborn lambs snuggled close to their mothers in verdant green pastures. Windmills pumped the water from the sea or demonstrated grinding grain to flour. Some chose to explore the maritime history of the island or examine the artifacts delivered by the sea. Bird-watchers lost themselves in the diversity and many wished to stay or to return in the not-too-distant future.

A short hop across the channel the port of Den Helder, only slightly more urban, hosted our vessel. Here again we found ourselves drawn by either the hand of man or the plethora of avian creatures. The tulip fields are nearly bare of blossoms now as bulb production requires a timely beheading of the flowers but here and there a flush of red or yellow could be seen and much was learned of the immense commercial operations. Nature lovers were overwhelmed by thousands of shorebirds drifting in segregated flocks along the shore and by passerines singing cheerfully in a nearby forest.

Tomorrow the city awaits us but for tonight and into the future we will dream of the treasures of the place at the edge of the sea.

— Karen Copeland, naturalist
Voyage in comfort aboard National Geographic Explorer

National Geographic Explorer provides a welcoming home in faraway lands. Decorated in relaxing earth tones, her 81 cabins, including 4 suites with balconies, 9 cabins with balconies, and 14 solo cabins are inviting and rewarding—with deluxe bedding, our signature feather duvets and thick terry robes. All cabins feature flat screen TVs with movie programming, as well as channels broadcasting the live feed from our remote-controlled crow’s nest camera, and our electronic chart system. And all cabins are equipped with Ethernet connections, plugs for laptops and phone or camera chargers.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER, VISIT WWW.EXPEDITIONS.COM/NGEXPLORER

1.800.EXPEDITION (1.800.397.3348)
Hotel Manager Henrik Ahlberg welcomes you. Above: the strikingly plated dishes dazzle daily, with healthy options from wholesome to indulgent.

Top left: section of suite with balcony. Bottom left: the Fitness Center with panoramic views and a classic Swedish sauna make the Wellness Spa at the top of the ship a perfect place to end an active day. Top right: Explorer's Library, brimming with definitive guides, books, novels, and gorgeously illustrated coffee table books, is a comfortable place to read or study a topic.

Left: Hotel Manager Henrik Ahlberg welcomes you. Above: the strikingly plated dishes dazzle daily, with healthy options from wholesome to indulgent.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER
THE WORLD’S ULTIMATE EXPEDITION SHIP

National Geographic Explorer is a state-of-the-art expedition ship and the flagship of the Lindblad fleet. It is a fully stabilized, ice-class vessel able to navigate remote passages while providing exceptional comfort, yet small enough to reach places inaccessible to larger ships. It carries a fleet of Zodiac landing craft, extending her access to almost anywhere.

Prices are per person, double occupancy unless indicated as solo.

| CATEGORY 1: Main Deck with one or two Portholes #301-308 | $7,690 |
| CATEGORY 2: Main Deck with Window #317-320, 335-336 | $8,150 |
| CATEGORY 3: Main Deck with Window #313-316, 321-328, 337-340, 342, 344, 346, 350 | $8,450 |
| CATEGORY 4: Upper and Veranda Decks with Window #103-104, 107-108, 201-202, 204-207, 210, 212, 217, 226, 228 | $8,970 |
| CATEGORY 5: Upper Deck with Balcony #209, 211, 214, 216, 218, 220-222, 224 | $10,570 |
| CATEGORY 6: Veranda Deck-Suite #101-102; Upper Deck-Suite with Balcony #213 | $12,340 |
| CATEGORY 7: Upper Deck–Suite with Balcony #215, 219, 230 | $14,120 |
| CATEGORY A SOLO: Main Deck with Window #309-312, 329-334 | $10,170 |
| CATEGORY B SOLO: Upper and Veranda Decks with Window #105-106, 203, 208 | $10,570 |
| CATEGORY 3 TRIPLE: Main Deck with Window #341, 343 | * |

Note: *Third person rates are available in the designated triple occupancy cabins at one-half the double occupancy rate. Cabins 341, 343, 101, 102, 215, 219, and 230 can accommodate a third person.

Sole occupancy: Sole occupancy cabins available in Categories A and B.

Shared accommodations: Available in Categories 1 and 2.

Note: Cabins 209, 211, 214, 216-218, 220, 222, 224, 226, 228, 303-306 – These cabins have one queen-sized bed. All other double cabins have two lower single beds; some can convert to a queen-sized bed.

Sample airfares: New York/Hamburg, London/New York; Economy from $1,300; Business from $3,700.
CABIN FACILITIES:

All cabins face outside with windows or portholes, private facilities and climate controls. Some cabins have balconies. Decorated in relaxing earth tones, all cabins feature flat screen TVs with movie programming, as well as Ethernet connections and plugs for laptops or camera chargers.

CAPACITY: 148 guests in 81 outside cabins.

REGISTRY: Bahamas

OVERALL LENGTH: 367 feet

PUBLIC AREAS: Bistro bar; restaurant; chart room; global gallery; library, lounge with full service bar and state-of-the-art facilities for videos and presentations; mud room with lockers for expedition gear, observation lounge and internet café.

OPEN BRIDGE: Provides guests with an opportunity to meet our officers and captain and learn about navigation.

MEALS: Served in single seatings with unassigned tables for an informal atmosphere and easy mingling. Menu is international with local flair.

EXPEDITION EQUIPMENT: 13 Zodiac landing craft, 36 double kayaks, crow's nest remote controlled camera, video microscope.

WELLNESS: The vessel is staffed by a wellness specialist and features a glass-enclosed fitness center, outdoor stretching area, two LEXspa treatment rooms and a sauna.

SPECIAL FEATURES: A full-time doctor, National Geographic photographer, LEX/NG-certified photo instructor and video chronicler. Laundry service available.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER VISIT WWW.EXPEDITIONS.COM/NGEXPLORER
Take advantage of our special offers

**BACK-TO-BACK SAVINGS:** Combine your voyage through *The Low Countries* with *Exploring the British & Irish Isles* and save 10%. This savings is applicable on voyage fares only, and is not valid on extensions or airfares.

**COMBINING OFFERS:** Certain offers may be combinable, up to two savings opportunities, except where noted otherwise. For example, travel with a group of 8 or more on back-to-back expeditions, and take advantage of both savings!

**BRINGING THE KIDS:** We believe sharing an expedition with your kids or grandkids is a life-enhancing experience. So take $500 off for each child under the age of 18.

**TRAVELING AS A GROUP:** Save 5% when traveling as a group of 8 or more people. Take advantage of these great savings, while enjoying traveling with your friends and family. This savings is applicable to voyage fares only, and is not valid on extensions or airfare. Deposit, final payments, and cancellation policies for group travel vary from our regular policies.

**INCLUSIVE PRICING**

We include just about everything you have the opportunity to do as part of your expedition aboard ship and ashore. The only things not included are those of a personal nature—alcohol, internet usage, tips to the crew, wellness treatments and other specialized arrangements.

**ABOARD SHIP**

- All meals and non-alcoholic beverages
- Cappuccinos, lattes & complimentary refillable water bottle
- 24-hour coffee, tea & soda on demand
- Hors d’oeuvres & snacks during lounge recap
- Sauna
- Fitness center
- Fully stocked library
- The guidance and company of our expedition staff

**ASHORE**

- Meals on land, as indicated in itinerary
- Special access permits, park fees, entrance fees, port taxes
- Transfers to and from group flights
- The expertise of our expedition staff

**ACTIVITIES**

- All shore activities
- Zodiac & kayak explorations
- Lectures & presentations in the lounge

---

**EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE CONVENIENT PLACE**

Log on to [expeditions.com](http://expeditions.com) to learn why traveling with us is unlike traveling with any other company.

---

**JOIN US ONLINE**

[Facebook](https://www.facebook.com), [Twitter](https://twitter.com), [Instagram](https://www.instagram.com), [BLOG](https://expeditions.com/blog)
RESERVATION INFORMATION

Costs Include: All accommodations aboard ship or in hotels per itinerary or similar, all meals and nonalcoholic beverages aboard ship, meals on land as indicated, air transportation where indicated as included, shore excursions, sightseeing and entrance fees, special access permits, transfers to and from group flights, use of kayaks, tips (except to ship’s crew), taxes and service charges, services of a ship physician and services of our expedition staff.

Not Included: Air transportation (except where shown as included), extensions, passport, visa, immigration fees, meals not indicated, travel protection plan, items of a personal nature, such as alcoholic beverages, e-mail, voyage DVD, laundry. Gratuities to ship’s crew are at your discretion.

Airfare: For all programs, airfare is an additional cost unless otherwise indicated. Sample airfares are subject to change. We will gladly assist in making your air arrangements for a $50 per person service fee.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Reservations: To reserve your place, an advance payment in the amount of $1,000 per person is required at the time of reservation. The per person advance payment amount varies by program, and is outlined in our brochures, as well as on our website. Certain longer voyages may carry additional advance deposit requirements due to high demand for these voyages. Payment is accepted by Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, or by check.

Receipt of your initial payment indicates your acceptance of our complete Terms and Conditions. We require written notice at the time of reservation for any physical condition, diet, or treatment requiring special attention.

Once your reservation is confirmed, we urge you to use your personalized online account for important information to help you prepare for your voyage. Managing your documents online will facilitate fast and accurate communication, and allow you to provide us with pertinent details we require, in order to complete your reservation. Your online account gives you access to your Expedition Guide, which includes valuable information specific to your voyage. You can also use your online account to make easy payments, view recommended flights and reading material, packing list, and so much more.

Final Payment: Final payment is due 60 days prior to departure. Payment schedules may vary for certain longer voyages, due to high demand for these voyages. We reserve the right to cancel your reservation if payment has not been received by final payment due date.

Travel Protection Plan: We strongly recommend that you take advantage of our Travel Protection Plan. This plan offers comprehensive coverage to protect you from cancellation fees, costs incurred due to trip delays/interruption, damaged or lost baggage, medical assistance and evacuation during your travels. Our Travel Protection Plan is available for U.S. and Canadian residents only, and may be purchased any time prior to final payment due date. Travel Protection premiums are non-refundable once plan is purchased.

Smoking Policy: Smoking is allowed only in designated outdoor areas.

Responsibility and Other Terms & Conditions: Certain other provisions concerning, among other things, limitations of Lindblad Expeditions and the National Geographic Society’s liability for loss of property, injury, illness or death during the voyage will be provided to all guests on the ship’s ticket sent prior to departure, and are also available on our website at www.expeditions.com/terms, or upon request. By registering for a trip, the guest agrees to all such terms and conditions.

Note: Itineraries and prices listed in this brochure are valid as of publication date, and are subject to change. Under normal conditions, the total expedition cost is guaranteed at the time of booking. However, the published price is determined far in advance of initial departure on the basis of then-existing projections of fuel and other costs. In the event we determine that current costs create an unsustainable financial model, including but not limited to increases in the price of fuel, currency fluctuations, increases in government taxes or levies, or increased security costs, we reserve the right to pass on these costs to you, to cover such unexpected increases. We will always provide a transparent accounting of the reason for such an increase in costs.

United States Tour Operators Association
$1 Million Travelers Assistance Program
Lindblad Expeditions, as an Active Member of USTOA, is required to post $1 Million with USTOA to be used to reimburse, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the USTOA $1 Million Travelers Assistance Program, the advance payments of Lindblad Expeditions customers in the unlikely event of Lindblad Expeditions bankruptcy, insolvency or cessation of business. Further, you should understand that the $1 Million posted by Lindblad Expeditions may be sufficient to provide only a partial recovery of the advance payments received by Lindblad Expeditions. More details of the USTOA Travelers Assistance Program may be obtained by writing to USTOA at 345 Seventh Avenue, Suite 1801, New York, New York 10001, or by email to information@ustoa.com or by visiting their website at www.ustoa.com.

We are proud to be a Founding Member of Adventure Collection—a family of the world’s most trusted and experienced active travel companies. Each member company of Adventure Collection is dedicated to enriching the lives of its guests and to giving back to the areas in which it travels. For more information visit www.AdventureCollection.com.

CANCELLATION POLICY

FOR EXPEDITIONS ABOARD EXPLORER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Days Prior to Expedition Start</th>
<th>Per Person Cancellation Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180 or more days</td>
<td>$750*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179–120 days</td>
<td>Advance payment cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119–90 days</td>
<td>25% of trip cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89–60 days</td>
<td>50% of trip cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59–0 days</td>
<td>No refund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*$750 will be rewarded in the form of a Lindblad Expeditions Travel Certificate. This cancellation policy applies to expeditions as well as pre- or post- extensions.

The effective date of a cancellation will be the date on which your cancellation notice is received. Note: Airline cancellation policies vary by carrier, as well as the type of fare used to issue your ticket.

Any revisions you make within the cancellation penalty period, such as departure date or choice of voyage, are subject to cancellation fees.

Cancellation policy for certain longer voyages and Holiday departures may vary due to high demand for these voyages. Our Group cancellation policies are listed in the Terms and Conditions section of our website, or you may call us for details. We stress the importance of purchasing a travel protection plan to protect yourself from fees in the event you need to cancel your reservation.
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For Reservations:
Contact your travel agent or Lindblad Expeditions
1.800.EXPEDITION (1.800.397.3348)
Reservation Hours: Monday – Friday 9am – 8pm ET
Saturday & Sunday 10am – 5pm ET
Lindblad Expeditions, Inc., 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014
Phone: 212.261.9000 · Fax: 212.265.3770
email: explore@expeditions.com For additional information and online reservations, visit us on the Web: www.expeditions.com

WWW.EXPEDITIONS.COM
SELECTED HONORS AND AWARDS

» Cruise Critic Editor’s Pick Awards “Best for Adventure,” 2010
» “Best Adventure Cruise” by Forbes.com, 2009
» Climate Champion Award to Sven Lindblad by Clean Air-Cool Planet, 2009
» Conservation Achievement Award for Corporate Achievement from National Wildlife Federation, 2008
» Tourism for Tomorrow “Global Tourism Business Award,” 2007
» Seafood Champion Award, 2007
» Condé Nast Traveler “Ecotourism Award,” 2002

GO TO WWW.EXPEDITIONS.COM/AWARDS FOR AN EXTENDED LIST.